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once said of the American icon Fred Rogers, "NBC Nightly News with an internal look  when required he
used words. Rogers' spiritual legacy. It shows us a guy who, to paraphrase the words of St. Francis of Assisi,
"preached the gospel at all times;on Mr."Tom Brokaw of Mister Rogers' Neighborhood Celebrate the 50th
Anniversary of Mister Rogers was an ordained minister, but he never discussed God on his program. He
didn't have to."Eight years before his death, Fred Rogers met author, educator, and loudspeaker Amy
Hollingsworth. Rogers  Educator? Philosopher? when required he used phrases. It shows us a man who, to
paraphrase the words of St."The Simple Faith of Mr. What began as a tv interview turned into a wonderful
friendship spanning dozens of letters detailing the traveling push behind this gentle guy of extraordinary
influence.targets Mr. Rogers' spiritual legacy, nonetheless it is much more than that. Minister? Francis of
Assisi, "preached the gospel at all times; Psychologist? Here is a romantic portrait of the true Mister Rogers.
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! Rogers Amy Hollingsworth's memoir is smoothly written with sweet sentiment, but actually sheds limited
light on the life of Fred Rogers. It reads just like a eulogy in a few aspects and reflects more of the author's
encounters and views than biographical information regarding Mr. Rogers. The author mostly homiligizes
on some of his famous sayings and bits of his correspondence to her. Worth the read! When you have hardly
ever browse anything about Fred Rogers, this might be a great starting point; as for myself, I will have to
keep searching for a true biography. Tear Jerker, Warm Fuzzies, Life Afirming, Simply Marvelous. This
publication was a delight to learn and I found the intellect and basic approach to Fred Rogers life and work
to maintain harmony with the man himself. Couldn’t become happier. The writer actually captured his spirit
through the web pages.For fans of Mister Rogers and folks that miss a kinder, gentler version of Christianity
than what we see sold in the us today. Read to enhance your spirituality Amy Hollingsworth presents the
spiritual foundation that Fred Rogers used to make a place and tales where people of most ages could come
to experience respected and valued. Mister Rogers basically pointed the best way to a life of service and
like, bound collectively by faith in the Almighty creator of the globe, who taught us how to love. Uplifting,
informative, and enjoyable We thoroughly enjoyed this peek in to the heart behind the cardigan. It might be
one of the best reads of the year.A few quotations:"If we can learn to wait around through the “natural
silences” of existence, he liked to say, we are surprised with what awaits us on the other hand.""I don’t
think of myself as someone who’s famous. I’m just a neighbor who comes and visits children; [I] happen to
be on television. He was spiritual, but didn't force his ideals on anyone. I never took a program in acting. I
simply figured that the best gift you could give anybody is certainly your honest personal. Mr.. Excellent
book.""Help us to keep in mind through our lives that we never need to do difficult things alone, that Your
presence is merely for the requesting and our ultimate future is guaranteed by Your unselfish love." Inside
the mind of Mister Rogers Just saw the film "Won't You Be My Neighbor" which is an excellent
compliment to the story of Mister Rogers. I know he had a strong faith, but this book highlights so many of
his beautiful attributes. His whole attitude was to be with people and help them discover their own well
worth. He trained his viewers that it had been alright to feel, both the good and the poor emotions. Basic and
Insightful, a lovely read Some books are designed to be smart or entertaining. Simple however, not
simplistic This book gave a loving insight into Fred Rogers from somebody who knew him well. It is
nourishing. When you could read it all in one sitting, it may be wise to examine a chapter at the same time
and reflect on each one. Beautifully done, wonderful, and gentle. Prompt shipping as should be expected
from Amazon and in excellent condition. But I’ve been myself. Amy used her own romantic relationship
with Fred and stories he had informed her to bring to us a vision of his perceptions of how to build an
environment of respect and love. He tried to find the best in each individual, and celebrated that
individuality. We certainly want more folks like him in this world right now! His life, his wholehearted care,
was an example before extremely end, and his legacy lives on through the millions of lives he touched
through his show. Fred Rogers' life trip, that is quite fascinating! What a gift! What a wonderful book in
regards to a treasured hero of kindness. Amy wrote a beautiful story about her friendship with Mr. '80's!
What an event, to share in their conversation and see deeper in to the heart and brain of such a wonderful
man. Many thanks, Amy, for this present. I cried quite a few times - what a treasure may be the legacy of
Mr. Rogers - a shining of exemplory case of humanity exuding kindness and like. Wonderfully Simple Not
really considering myself a "spiritual" man, but even more a spiritual man, I was thinking about the
approach Ms. Hollingsworth would take, and having very fond memories of the the show helped to pique
my curiosity. Rogers was an excellent man!If you grew up viewing Mister Rogers and felt that his lifestyle
made yours better, you then currently knew that his faith, though calm, was the animating basic principle
behind his capability to connect with others. The way Ms. Hollingsworth paints the picture of "the man in
the sweater" is done carefully and respect as she draws you into her evolving friendship with Fred and his
family (literal and TV); or must i say his "neighbors". This book is NOT preachy, but even more of a subtle



reminder that silence at times is good and there are ways to find a positive factor in the people inside our
lives. I highly recommend this book. It's a quick read and well worth the time. A blessed legacy Many years
ago I watched Mr. Sweet memories Amy, will well to add her very close relationship with Fred Rogers to
add a depth of understanding of him as a guy. God got His fingerprints on Mr. Reserve in excellent
condition! I was searching for a book to go along with several Mr Rogers gifts I had purchased for a good
friend and luckily found this one! We're able to all stand to end up being nicer and a better neighbor to your
fellow man. One of the best books I have read! Rather, he lived his personal truths, and was often available
to learning from others. This reserve shows you why Fred produced his own neighborhood. It could also
build your very own spirituality. One of the best books I've read. It is not a biography. I am a ferocious
reader, and I can tell you this is among my must read recommended books. Rogers get my children’s
interest and help them be embraced by the deep values of life. Enjoyed it!.. I was not disappointed. Rogers’
Neighborhood, which publication helped me re-engage strong impressions I experienced years ago and
connect them with deeply held ideals and beliefs today.A small amount of Mr. Just what the physician
ordered! Thank you, Amy, for helping me fulfill Fred Rogers again. An example for us all Further confirms
that Mister Rogers was among the good kinds. I cried several times in scanning this book. This reserve is
usually beyond either of these. While there can be a strong Christian element of this book, even while an
agnostic, I pulled very much meaning and time for personal reflection from it. Great Read, especially for
those folks from the '70's & Rogers, detailing personal text messages shared in their many years of letter-
composing. About midpoint, the publication seemed repetitive and drags to the finish. Goes back into
Mr.This book may have only earned a four-star rating -- I would have liked to see more from his actual
letters (and there were some weird formatting issues in the Kindle edition) -- but Fred Rogers was without
doubt a five-star man.
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